Thinking about switching to VoIP?
Take a look below to make sure your company is not missing out

Standard Monthly Contract from £6.99 + VAT per user per month

SPECIAL OFFER
24 Month Contract to include Yealink T42 (see picture below) for £12.99 +VAT per
user per month

Why are more and more businesses
switching to VoIP?
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a type of technology that allows its users
to make calls using the Internet rather than conventional or analogue phone
systems. VoIP works by converting your voice into digital signalling and then
transferring it through the Internet. Using a VoIP technology has many benefits
for businesses.

What we can offer.....
Hosted Telephony
Hosted Telephony or cloud based telephony is similar in technology to VoIP
phone lines but doesn’t require a phone system at all. Each user has an
extension that is connected to the Internet and connects to the hosted
providers’ telephone system. In essence, this is a large Enterprise or Exchange
grade solutions that has been partitioned to provide separate accounts for each
business that subscribes.

The hosted solution you choose may be just the end user phone account or it
can be the whole solution including the Internet connection. Some hosted
providers insist on using their own Internet connection so all user are on their
proprietary network, referred to as On Net. Careful consideration of the final
solution needs to be taken so as not to get a poor telephone service for your
business.
Existing phone numbers can be migrated to the hosted provider’s network so
you can retain your existing published phone numbers.

Cloud Solutions
Cloud Technology allows your business to operate with restrictions of location
and hardware costs and restrictions. Why run a server that you have to ensure
is powered up 24/7, has resilience and is always up-to-date when at a
reasonable cost per month you have access to the besr specification server, in
temperature controlled, high security, locations that ensure that if anything
happens, other servers kick in and your business stays operational and more
importantly accessible to you, and your customers.

Cloud technologies can work for both your voice and data requirements and
with optimal security. Working Technologies can take care of your cloud based
infrastructure requirements, this leaves you to concentrate on what you do best,
your business.

Working Technologies LTD does not only offer telecom solutions but additional
technologies such as leased lines for high speed Internet access, Wi-Fi installations,
CCTV, Microsoft Office365 installation and management and all IT related technologies
around your business's communication requirements.

If you would like to switch over to VOIP or have any queries

Phone our help desk on: 01489 555925
or
info@workingtech.co.uk Email:

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

